A person with special needs in Christian Communities – Josef Slowik
This book, written by Josef Slowik, Ph.D., a special education teacher
currently working as an assistant professor at University of West
Bohemia in Plzen (Faculty of Education), provides an introductory
overview sufficient for everyday contact with people with physical or
social disadvantages. Most of all, the book should help the reader
overcome unnecessary shyness, worries, as well as many prejudices
regarding those with disabilities.
To purchase the book, contact the APM office of Inter-European
Division.

Rise and Walk – Jorge Uba
This book written by George Uba, retired pastor and founder of Rise
and Walk Association on Romania, presents in detail the path that
led the author to found this unique association. Rise and Walk
gathers more than 4000 members, people with disabilities and
volunteers, all over Romania, in 30 different locations.
A captivating story, an invitation to solidarity with those who live a
different mobility experience.
The author's dream is that there may be other Rise and Walks in all
the countries where the Seventh-day Adventist Church is present.
The book can be purchased on Amazon

If it Hails in May – Rolando Rizzo
The books written by
Rolando Rizzo, former
Pastor and teacher, is
a novel that already in
its title contains the
essential design of its
contents.
Life in its beauty
sometimes resembles
a green expanse of
fallow wheat that
promises a rich summer harvest, but an hour’s violent hailstorm is enough for it to become
desperate desolation.

There are two fundamental types of handicap: one caused by narcissism and irresponsibility
and the other that belongs to the chromosome lottery. Both often devastate happy families,
or in any case force them to remodulate their whole existential path sometimes with heroic
and, otherwise, desolating results.
In Rolando Rizzo's novel, both types of handicap plummet like lightning upon a family and its
wealthy and strongly religious community, breaking down fronts, clichés, exalting
appearances, to reveal the real substance we are made of and the basic choices everyone
sooner or later has to deal with when "hail falls in May".
The book can be purchased in Amazon.

